Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is often used in the study of the orientation and dynamics of proteins. However, there are two major obstacles in the interpretation of EPR signals: (a) most spin labels are not fully immobilized by the protein, hence it is difficult to distinguish the mobility of the label with respect to the protein from the reorientation of the protein itself; (b) even in cases where the label is fully immobilized its orientation with respect to the protein is not known, which prevents interpretation of probe reorientation in terms of protein reorientation. We have developed a computational strategy for determining whether or not a spin label is immobilized and, if immobilized, predicting its conformation within the protein. The method uses a Monte Carlo minimization algorithm to search the conformational space of labels within known atomic level structures of proteins. To validate the method a series of spin labels of varying size and geometry were docked to sites on the myosin head catalytic and regulatory domains. The predicted immobilization and conformation compared well with
Introduction
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) has been used extensively in the study of (a) the reorientation of proteins in ordered macromolecular assemblies (muscle fibers, lipid membranes) and (b) protein dynamics. There are two major limitations to taking full advantage of probe based EPR spectroscopy: (a) most probes are not fully immobilized by the protein, hence it is difficult to distinguish the mobility of the label within a protein from protein dynamics; (b) even in cases where the label is fully immobilized its orientation with respect to the protein axis is not known. Due to these limitations we can easily measure probe dynamics and probe reorientation with respect to the magnetic field, but the interpretation of probe behavior in terms of the protein behavior is more problematic. Thus, knowledge of probe orientation and dynamics within the protein matrix is essential to the interpretation of magnetic resonance experiments in terms of protein behavior.
The increased availability of genetically engineered probe attachment sites places a high demand on finding a probe with the appropriate characteristics for EPR studies of macromolecular orientation and dynamics. The desired probe behavior depends on the information the probe is to report: a well-ordered probe is desired to study backbone and domain dynamics, while a floppy probe is desired to study the extent of steric restriction of the side chain by its local protein environment. The current "hit or miss" strategy, in which various spin labels are tried at a given site until an appropriate probe is found, is very time consuming. Hence, there is strong motivation to develop a predictive method for finding a label and label site combination at which the label will have the desired characteristics.
In the past, several methods have been used to determine the spin label orientation in the molecular frame of reference. For example, we have used electron microscopy to define the orientation of the myosin head and EPR spectra obtained under similar conditions to extract the orientation of the label within the myosin head (1). While successful, this method is limited to cases where the orientation of the macromolecule is known in at least one state.
A more general approach is to determine the position of the probe by X-ray crystallography. Baudet-Nessler et al., determined a crystal structure of the protein RNAase A chemically modified with the fluorescent probe AEDANS (2), and crystal structures of spin labeled T4 lysozyme have recently been determined (3). While this approach may be the most accurate predictor of probe orientation, it is far from routine with low expectation of solving a crystal structure for every probe-site combination.
In an effort to develop a tool for screening a set of probes and for determining probe orientations, we propose here a Monte Carlo minimization method (4), for searching the conformational space of a spin label docked to the model structure of a protein. The proposed method is made computationally efficient by limiting the energy calculation to the interactions of the probe and its immediate protein environment, by reducing the degrees of freedom during minimization to those of the probe only and by an implicit treatment of solvent. We show that these zero order approximations provide sufficient detail for screening labels/site combinations and for accurately predicting probe orientation.
Methods

Protein coordinates
The coordinates, including side chains, of chicken myosin sub-fragment 1 (S1) and the Ca coordinates of the actomyosin complex were provided by I. Rayment (5,6).
Although our experimental model is rabbit muscle, the residues around the binding sites are highly conserved between chicken and rabbit S1. The overall homology between the two species is 90%.
Spin label topologies and force field parameters
Spin label structures were built using the InsightII Builder module. Two atom types were added to the CHARMM19 extended atom force field and parameterized as outlined by Barone et al., (7, 8) . Atom types NN and ON were added to represent the nitroxide nitrogen and nitroxide oxygen, respectively. The addition of these atom types allows for the correct parameterization of dihedral and improper angles necessary to mimic the nitroxide moiety topology of the X-ray structures determined by Lajzerowicz-Bonneteau (9) . The remainder of the spin label topology was "cloned" against existing residue topologies (i.e. the topology of phenyl groups was modeled after that of phenylalanine).
Partial charges were determined using a set of rules described by Barone et al., (7, 8) .
Following extensive energy minimization, all bond lengths were within 0.05 Å and all bond angles were within 5° of their crystal structure values for both five and six member nitroxide rings.
Docking labels
Spin labels were initially docked to cysteine residues with topologies mimicking typical cysteine side chain linkages. Labels I, II, III, IV, V and VI were docked with a C-S bond length of 1.8 Å and a C-S-C bond angle of ~100°, while label VII was docked with an S-S bond length of ~2.0 Å and a C-S-S bond angle of ~100°.
Energy Calculations and Minimizations
All energy calculations were performed using the CHARMM19 extended atom forcefield in vacuum using a constant dielectric of 2.0 for label sites in the protein interior and a distance dependent dielectric for labels on the protein surface. Only the interactions between the spin label and all amino acid residues within a 15 Å sphere of any atom in the spin labeled cysteine were considered. The Powell conjugate gradient minimization algorithm routine as implemented in X-PLOR was used to optimize the structures.
Conformational searching
A Monte Carlo minimization algorithm (4,10,11) was used to search the conformational space of the docked spin label. A starting orientation was generated by rotating around all single bonds, starting at the cysteine Ca, by a random amount. At each iteration of the search procedure, one of the single bonds was chosen at random and the distal portion or the spin label was rotated by a random amount. The spin label conformation was then energy minimized with all atoms fixed except for those of the spin label modified cysteine side chain (Figure 1 ). Since our energy minimized nitroxide rings were in close agreement with published X-ray structures, we left the nitroxide rings intact. If the potential energy of the new conformation was lower than that of the most recently accepted conformation, then the new conformation was accepted; otherwise the Metropolis criterion (12) was applied at 300° K to determine whether to accept or reject the new conformation as the starting point for the next iteration. An arbitrary stopping criterion was chosen on the basis of extensive simulations using label II docked to C707 of myosin S1. In this case, we determined that by the time 10,000 candidate structures had been rejected no new energy minimum conformations were being generated. To completely randomize the energy minimizations ten independent runs with random starting conformations were performed for each label/site combination. The algorithm was originally implemented using the X-PLOR (13) molecular mechanics program and has also been implemented in CHARMM (14) .
Labeling with V and VI
Labeling of S1 with V was accomplished by incubating S1 with a 2 molar excess of V on ice for 6 hours in 120 mM KCl, 10mM MOPS, 2mM EDTA, pH 7.0. For VI, which is less soluble, the label was added in increments over 3 hours. The solution was then incubated on ice overnight and dialyzed to remove unreacted label.
EPR spectroscopy
EPR spectra were obtained using a Bruker ECS-106 spectrometer (Bruker Instruments, Billerica, MA). Spectra collected with the muscle fiber parallel to the magnetic field were obtained using a modified TM 110 cavity, while those taken with the fiber perpendicular to the field were obtained using a TE 102 cavity.
The maximum splitting in the spectrum taken with the muscle fiber oriented parallel to the magnetic field, 2A eff , was used to calculate the angle between the magnetic field and the spin probe, q , using the following equation:
where A^a nd AP were found to be 7 G and 35 G, respectively by fitting macroscopically disordered samples.
Results
Computational modeling
Monte Carlo minimizations were carried out on a variety of spin label-protein site combinations. The crystal structure of myosin subfragment 1 and an extensive set of experimental results from a variety of spin labels attached to two sites on S1 provide a suitable set of validation cases. The two chosen sites on S1 represent two distinct label These labels were chosen to provide a variety of size, topology, charge distribution and number of bonds tethering the nitroxide moiety to the protein backbone.
Spin label immobilization by the local protein environment
Experimentally, a qualitative estimate of whether or not a probe is immobilized is based on the maximum splitting of the spectrum of the isotropically disordered sample:
immobilized nitroxides in an aqueous and neutral environment (e.g. protein surface) have a splitting of 70 G, while floppy labels display a maximum splitting of 68 Gauss or less. At the buried site (C707), two clusters of spin label I conformations were found (Figure 2, left) . The angular spread of the energy profiles was minimal, implying no flexibility within each cluster. This prediction is confirmed by the experimental spectra.
The splitting in the spectrum recorded with the muscle fiber perpendicular to the magnetic field is 70 G as for immobilized probes. The parallel spectrum has a much smaller splitting of 36 G. This high degree of tilt anisotropy indicated that I is well ordered at C707.
A different scenario occurs when I is docked at C177 on the protein surface (Figure 2, middle) . Spin label I clusters into two families of conformations. The families are not connected (large rotations around several bonds separate them) but display a high degree of flexibility within each family. In particular, the bond along the I side chain most distal to the protein backbone (_6) shows large rotational variability, resulting in the wide spread of angles. In contrast to the large tilt anisotropy of I at C707, the tilt anisotropy is very small. The splitting is 50 G and 40 G for the perpendicular and parallel spectra, respectively. The decreased splitting of the perpendicular spectrum is due to the nanosecond motion, which averages the difference between the minor (7-8 G)
and major component (35 G) of the hyperfine splitting. The small residual tilt anisotropy suggests the label is somewhat oriented at this surface site.
The right column of Figure 2 documents the behavior of a large spin label, VII, attached to C177 of myosin light chain 1. For this larger label, one of the conformer families of I is no longer available. There is still a distribution of VII conformers but with tighter angular distribution, especially for the lower energy conformers; moreover, interchange among various conformations within each cluster requires rotation around several bonds including those linking the phenyl groups to the nitroxide. The result is a pattern of several defined angles representing a statically disordered label. These predictions are borne out by the experimental spectra. The perpendicular spectrum has a splitting of 70 G, implying no flexibility capable of tensor averaging. Furthermore, the tilt anisotropy is large, suggesting well defined ordering of the label. The presence of two distinct orientational populations, non-random peaks in the low-field region of the parallel spectrum, implies two orientational populations, which most likely correspond to the two families found computationally.
The three cases shown demonstrate the utility of our conformational searches as a screening tool for finding label/label site combinations appropriate for EPR studies of macromolecular orientation and dynamics. The data presented for different probes at both buried and surface sites, demonstrate that we can distinguish among probes that are well-ordered (C707 -I) and suitable for studying protein behavior, probes that are dynamically disordered (C177 -I) and probes that are statically disordered (C177 -VII) and suitable for reporting on the local protein environment. As a screening tool, whether a probe is immobilized or floppy can be determined by investigating the width of the isoenergetic angular distributions in the plot of probe orientation versus energy: the wider the spread the less the likely the probe is immobilized.
Orientation of spin labels
While the value of the splitting in the spectrum of a macroscopically disordered sample (or the perpendicular spectrum for muscle fibers) is used to validate predictions of 
Validation
To validate the Monte Carlo minimization procedure as a tool for predicting spin label orientations we first applied it to a set of spin labels (I, II, III and IV) docked to C707 for which the orientation was previously reported in the literature. We then performed the reverse experiment in which the orientations were first predicted and then verified by experiment using a pair of recently synthesized spin labels, V and VI (18), docked at the same site.
Label I
As mentioned in the previous section two clusters of conformers were observed for I on C707. The angle between the z-axis of the nitroxide and the long axis of actin, q C , in the first cluster ranged from 65° to 75°, while the second cluster q C ranged from 50° to 55°. These results compare well with those determined by simulation of the spectrum of oriented muscle fibers decorated with I labeled S1 (19) . The orientation of the nitroxide was found to be bi-modal, the first component had a mean q value of 68°w
ith a Gaussain full-width at half-height (FWHH) of 14°, and the second component had a mean q value of 53° with a FWHH of 67° (Table 1) .
1 The myosin head crystal structure used in our simulations was transformed into the actomyosin frame of reference (Error! Reference source not found.) using a set of Euler angles and a translation vector found by superimposing the C_ coordinates of S1 onto the C_ coordinates of the actomyosin model obtained from x-ray diffraction.
Label II
Conformational searches for II at the same site resulted in a q 
Label III
We have predicted a single family of orientations centered at an angle of 20° with respect to the long axis of actin. Probably, owing to the large size of the label, there is little variation in III conformations: the only variability occurred in _5, which was either 54° or -49°. This variation is simply introduced by flipping of the symmetric and nearly planner nitroxide ring of III. The angle for this label was determined experimentally, using less sophisticated graphical techniques (16), to be 10-12° (20) .
Label IV
The simulations show a single cluster of conformations spread across a q C of 80°t o 90° with the minimum energy orientation at a predicted angle of 88°. We have shown previously that the orientation of this label is 80° (21), which is within the predicted range of conformers.
Computational prediction of new spin labels: Label V and Label VI
As a self-check we performed the reverse experiment of the above by first predicting the orientation(s) of the probe and then measuring the orientation using two recently synthesized spin labels, V and VI (18) . Monte Carlo minimizations result in two very narrow clusters of orientations for both labels. The first cluster of VI label conformations had q For the six cases studied here excellent agreement between the orientation of the nitroxide predicted from conformational searches and that calculated from the corresponding EPR spectra was achieved ( Table 1) 
Discussion
We have demonstrated the utility of the Monte Carlo conformational search method as a tool for screening suitable spin probes and labeling sites for EPR studies of protein dynamics and orientation. We have shown for several spin label/protein environment combinations that the lowest energy conformations provide an accurate prediction of the spin label orientation in the protein frame. These results were achieved using methods designed to reduce computation times: the CHARMM19 extended atom forcefield was used to minimize the number of explicit protein atoms by omitting separate treatment of non-polar hydrogen atoms, energies were calculated in vaccuo using a constant dielectric at buried sites and a distance dependent dielectric at surface sites and all atoms other than probe atoms were fixed during minimization. Even with such a simplistic model of the spin labeled system, excellent agreement was achieved between predicted and experimentally observed probe immobilization/orientation for a number of probe/site combinations.
The spread of the computed orientation of the nitroxide z-axis and the shape of the energy surface associated with these orientations (Figure 2, row 1) provide an estimate of probe mobility. The wider and more shallow the energy minima of the z-axis orientation the more likely the probe is going to be floppy and thus a good candidate for studying the steric effects of local environmental changes. The narrower the range of orientations the more likely the probe is a good candidate for EPR studies of protein orientation and dynamics. At C707, located in a pocket within the myosin head, the lowest energy conformations of Labels I, II, III, IV, V and VI are clustered around narrow angular regions (Figure 2, row 1) , suggesting the C707 environment immobilizes these probes at specific orientations. Simulations at a surface site of myosin light chain, C177, show two clusters of orientations with a high degree of flexibility within each cluster for II implying little motional hindrance, while C177 -VII shows several families of orientations with little to no variability within each family suggesting a static disorder of the probes on the protein surface. This was borne out by the experiment; the EPR spectra of VII showed large tilt anisotropy (Figure 2, right) , while the anisotropy of I was dynamically averaged. Thus, conformational searches distinguish not only between immobilized and mobile probes but also between dynamic and static probe distributions.
The angle between the nitroxide z-axis and the long axis of actin calculated from the minimum energy conformations closely agree with those determined experimentally.
This result was validated using six test cases in which the spin label/protein interactions were varied by varying the topology, charge distribution and tether length of the spin labels. For each test case, the angle calculated from the "global" energy minimum conformations are within a few degrees of their experimental values ( Table 1) . Across the six cases there is a 0.98 correlation between calculated and experimental values (Figure 4) . Thus, conformational searches provide good estimates of nitroxide spin label orientation(s) in the protein frame. The ability to predict spin label orientation(s) within the protein will augment the determination of protein orientation, dynamics and distance measurements from EPR spectra.
Relationship to other work
Our motivation was to develop an efficient computational tool for both screening probe mobility and, for immobilized probes, determining the probe orientation in the molecular frame. In most cases the strategy for finding an immobilized probe is that of "hit-and-miss": a variety spin labels are tested until an appropriate one is found. The computational method developed here takes about a day; whereas, it may take several days/weeks to test just one label experimentally.
Our second aim, determination of probe orientation, was the subject of a number of other studies preceding our efforts. X-ray crystallography was used to determine the structure of spin labeled proteins (3,22,23). Recently, Langen et al., solved the highresolution crystal structures of T4 lysozyme spin labeled at three solvent exposed sites and at a tertiary contact site (3). In these structures the absence of electron density correlated well with probe mobility (from EPR spectra). Although the immediate protein environment of the four sites did not provide enough steric restraint to immobilize the entire spin labeled side chain, in two cases there were sufficient crystal contacts to do so.
As with the conformational search results presented here, in one case the probe was limited to a single conformation, while in another case the same spin label had two distinct conformations. There is little doubt that x-ray structures of spin labeled proteins are the most accurate predictors of probe orientation, but the effort involved in the x-ray structure determination makes it impractical, especially as a screening tool for label/site combinations.
A simpler computational strategy, in which the orientation of the label within the myosin head was determined utilizing information from electron miscroscopy, was previously developed by us (1). In one particular biological state (rigor mortis) the myosin head, as visualized by electron microscopy, is tilted with its long axis at a 40°a ngle with respect to the muscle fiber axis (24). Thus, in the simulation of EPR spectra from such fibers only the spin label to molecular transformation is unknown and can be solved. Although successful, the method is quite unwieldy and limited to systems for which the macroscopic orientation is known by some other means.
In the past two years several groups have used molecular modeling methods to determine probe orientation. A simple approach based on performing 1000 steps of energy minimization with a constrained spin label tether length was mentioned in the It is important to note that these findings do not preclude the need to search over all torsion angles of the nitroxide tether. While some torsion angles are limited to narrow ranges, the center of the range is unknown and may occur at a strained value. For example, the lowest energy conformation of II at C707 occurs with strained dihedral values of (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6) = (-82, -50, -103, -95, -16, -57). This strain appears to be offset by two hydrogen bonds: one between the C d oxygen and the R714 side chain and the other between the N e H and the Q499 side chain.
In summary, the method presented here provides an efficient means for (a) screening probe mobility labels and (b) estimating the orientation of the probe in the protein frame.
Such screening is valuable whenever protein orientation and dynamics are studied as it helps to choose which protein sites to mutagenize to cysteines and which labels to This work q C = computed value; q E = experimental value * "global" energy minima 1 The conformation of I having this orientation is 4.0 kT higher in energy than the global minima. 2 The conformation of II having this orientation is 3.5 kT higher in energy than the global minima. 3 The two orientations of V are isoenergetic. 4 The conformation of VII having this orientation is 2.0 kT higher in energy than the global minima. Definition of q as the angle between the nitroxide z-axis the long axis of actin. q is shown in both the actomyosin frame of reference (left) and the nitroxide frame (right).
The actin axis and the magnetic field coincide when the muscle fiber is oriented parallel to the field. The actomyosin structure is that of I. Rayment (5,6). 
